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ON THE NUMBER OF CLASSES OF CERTAIN 

TYPES OF FINITE ALGEBRAS 

By]oseph Neggers 

Introduction 

If X and Y are sets, then an action of X on Y is a function f: XXY • Y. In 
generaI we shaII write xy instead of f(x,y) and we shaII denote the action by 

Y X' Given actions Ax and B x ’ an isomorphism is a bijection rþ: A• B such that 

rþ(xa)=xrþ(a), i.e. , we assume that the “ scaIars" X act in a homogeneous fashion. 

In this way we must distinguish between actions X x and binary systems X X' 

Indeed, in the Iatter case an isomorphism between the binary systems AA and B B 

is a bijection rþ: A• B such that rþ(a1a2)=rþ(a1)rþ(a2). In generaI for aIgebras 

defined on sets with ki distinct m(ary operations the term “ isomorphism" is of 

the second and more usuaI nature. As aIways, isomorphisms determine isomorphism 

cIasses. In this paper we determine the foIIowing numbers: 

(1) The numbers T(k, n) of actions Y x' where I X I =k, I Y I =κ and where 

XCyY
; 

(2) The numbers K(m, n) of actions Y X' where IXI =m, IYI =n; 

(3) The numbers B(n) of binary systems; 

(4) The numbers A(n; 한， ml' "', k d , md ) of aIgebras with ki distinct ηzi-ary 

operations defined on a set X with IXI =n. 

BasicaIIy the proofs and counts wiII involve counting orbits of transformation 
groups and simiIar arguments. Most of what is needed wiII be found in [lJ. 

AIthough undoubtedIy known, we have determined B(쩌 as a special case Ieading 
up to A(n; k1, m1, "', kd , md) , and since we need to make reference to particuIar 

resuIts in this paper in its sequel (cf. [2J). As a matter of organization. we 

regard each section essentiaIIy as a theorem and its proof with usualIy a 
numerical example thrown in. 

The numbers T(k, n) and K(m, n) 

THEOREM 1. T he nμmber T(k, n) z"s descrz"bed by the folloμIz"ng set of formulas: 
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(i) T(k, n)= E (μ1! 2μ2μ'2! ... sμ·μ5!)-1;t/ (l JLI ••• Sμ') ; 
n=μ1+2μ2+ ... +5μl 

(ii) 양(1μl…sμ·)= k=a +2존 ... + fa , (컸 ) .. 칸 
K-Ul T""Uz T ••• ï J fA/ 、“1/ \αf 

(iii) zk(lμi …sμ')=Zk= À.irþ， rþ-1), where rþ is a permuta!z'on 01 cycle type 1μl… Sμ·; 

(iv) 값(rþ， rþ-1)=움 앓μ(7， k) [P t쯤 [tμt. r1μ '1 , 

where μ(r， k) is the Moebius /unctz'on and where μb t = ε μi(δ(z'，t)， i) 
y ’ i(δ (i. t)， i)-I=p ‘ 

tψith δ(d， t) the reηtaz"nder obtained on dz"vz"dz"ng t by d , and (a, b) the greatest 

common dz"vz"sor 0/ the z"ntegers a and b. 

THEOREM 2. The number K(m, n) z"s gz"νen by the /orηzula: 

K(m, n)=흡1따(m)T(k， n), 

where 따(m) is the number 0/ ordered partitions 01 m into k positive summands. 

t e. , 휩(m)=(짧=f ,. 

The rest of the section consists of the proofs of these two theorems. 

Suppose /: XXY• Y is an action. If rþεSy' the group of bijections, let l) be 

the action given by /안x， y)=rþXrþ-1(y)=rþ(xrþ-1(y)). It follows thatfØ(x, rþ(y)) 

=rþX rþ'""" l(rþ(y))=rþ(xy)=xrþ(y) (in terms of /잉， i. e. , the actions /: XxY• Y and 

l:xXY• Y are isomorphic. Clearly, if g~/Ø for all rþESy , then the correspon

ding actions are not isomorphic. 

Let P(y
Y

) be the collection of all sets of functions /: Y • Y. Then, if Y x is an 
* ,. -,---y, . ....p* action, X determines an element X' of P(Y'), viz. , X' = {/: Y • YI/(y)=xy for 

Y some xEX and all yεY}. The group Sy operates on P(Y') by sending X' to 

X책， where X뼈 ={rþ/-1 11 εx치， for every element X츄 of P(YY). It foIlows 

that if Pk(Y )= {X c=Y | 1X | =k} , then Sy=Sx operates on Pk(YY), and T(k, Y I I ...:r* 

n) is simply the number of orbits of this transformation group. 

By Bi1rnside’s lemma and Cauchy’s formula it' follows immediately that 

(1) T (1l , n) = E (μ1 ! 2μ2μ?!) -1À./ (1μ1 ••• Sμ') ， 
n=μ1+ 2μ2+"'+5μl ι i ‘ 

where Xlk( 1 μ1 ... sμ') is the number of elements X* in P k(YY 
) left fixed by a 

permutation of the type 1μ1 ••• Sμl. 

• 
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Suppose Zk (1μl …sμ')is the number of sets of the type {/1• "',fk} where J샘=자 , 

1/=/3' ...• 1/=/1. 

Then it follows in a straightforward manner that: 

(2) À./ (1μl ... 앞')= ε {카 
‘ k=a1 + 2a，+ …+/1α八αI

(Zf 

αjJ' 

and thus if we compute zk(1fL l ••• Sμ') ， we are finished. 

If G and H are transformation groups acting on X and Y respectively. then 

H G acts on yX and æ consists of mappings t(g, h) defined by: 

(3) t(g. h)/(x)=hlg(x). 

The cycIe index of this transformation group has been computed. and in 

particular. 

(4) 

(5) 

À.(g) 
À.1 (g, h) =핑 앓 [rÀ./h)] 

À.k(g, h) =송감μ(r. k) À.1 (g', h
r
). 

where μ(r， 제 is the Moebius function. i. e. , 
t .~ 9 _ r 

(6) μ(r. k)=l if r=k; (-1)' if k=p( .• p/; 0 otherwise, where the Pi’s are 

distinct prime numbers. 

In our case X=Y and G=H=Sn· The pairs (g, k) are of the form (@ @-l)· 

Let δ(d. t) be the remainder obtained on dividing t by d. If (l ... d) is a cycIe 

of rþ, then in ø' this cycIe becomes a collection of (δ~ d) cycIes of Iength d/(o, d) 
where (δ• d) is the g.c.d. of δ and d. Hence, if rþ has type 1fL l ... Sμ，， then 껴I has 

type 1μl ， t ---sμ” t， where μh f= ε -1 μ;(δCi.t).i). αear1y the type of rþ-
y ’ ‘ i(δ(i， I) ， i) =þ ‘ 

is the same as that of κ. 
Hence it follows that 

(7) À.
1 
(rþl. rþ-I) = 당 잃 [rÀ./rþt)] À,(rfr') 

=n 2그 [rμ J μ.μ. 
k rlk ', 0 

Thus we also obtain. 

(8) À. irþ. rþ-1)=꽃 잃 μ(r. 때1(κ• rþ-r) 

= 송 Z그 μ(r. k)m 2: [t마 J 때. '] • 
π rlll q IIP ‘ ’ 
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Now if we compare actions; it foIlows that zk (1μl …sμ') =값(rþ， rþ -1), 1. e. , the 

numbers Zk (1iL""sμ') have been computed and we are finished. 

From T(k, n) we may compute K(m, n) easily. If Pk(m) denotes the number of 
용 

ordered partitions of m into k parts, and if IXI =m, IX'I =k, then there are 따(m) 

ways that X may generate X용. Hence, 
m 

(9) K(m, n)= 흔l pk(%)T(k, %)· 

As an example we shall determine T (1, 3), T(2, 3), T(3, 3), T( 4, 3) and K( 4, 3). 
3 .l~l , ~l For S3 we have cycle types C 1.2. and 3., First we compute the quantities 

3 "'l ... ,1 ,-1, ..... _ 41 ..... 1. _ / ........... '"'1".,1 
À1(rþ' , r'). Thus: type r': 진(rþ' ， rþ-')= '2:7; type 1.2': t=1 (mod2), À2φ‘， rþ-')=3, 

t=O(mod 2) , 신(￠t， ￠-t)=27;type 3l: t=1, 2(mod3), Xl(￠t， ￠-t)=3， t=0(mod3), 

신뼈， ￠-t) =27. 

Next we compute the quantities 삼(rþ， r 1
), k=1, 2, 3, 4. Thus we have for type 

l~l r: Àl ='2:7, À2=À3=심 =0; for type 1.2.: 진 =3， %=12. A3=A4=0; for type 31: 진 
1 ...... 3, ...... _ "'1 2 ....... 3.... ......_... "'3 .... _3 

=3, À2=0‘ À3=8, À4 =0. Hence: 신 (1~)=27， Àt(r')=351, λ1" (r') = 2925, 

À1
4 (13)=17550, À1

1(1121)=3, À12(1121)=15, À1
3

(112
1
)=37, À1

4(1121)=102, À/(31
) 

=3, X12 (3l) =3, Al3 (31) =9, Al4 (3l) =24· 

FinaIly, T(1 , 3) =7, T(2, 3) =67, T(3, 3) =509, T( 4, 3) =2983, whence by theorem 2, 

K( 4, 3) =4718 almost immediately. 

The numbers B(n) 

THEOREM 3. The number B(n) z's descηbed by the lollowiηg set ollormulas: 

(i) B(%) = ng (μ1! 2따 μ2! .. , sμ껴 s!) -밤(1 μl …sμ')， 
n=μ， +~μ. + .. , +sμi 

(i쩨ij떠i) A:싼젠용용1 (liLμl니 .. ….'s났lμt“')= n L: [rA.ιμ'，. (φ￠φ)기]규xλiκ(얘￠카 
• k T I k ’ 

• 

where rþ z's 01 type 1μ1 ... Sμ， and rþ-1 is 01 type 1μ'(') ... tμl(2l， m·th μd(2) =[i，암d(z·， j)μ，μj’ 

z', j z's the 1. c. m. 01 z" and j , and where t =max {z', j 11드z"， j드s}. 

To determine B(n), we observe that the group we are working with is Sn acting 

on xx2 by ￠(f)=f@， where f안Xl' x2)=rþl(rþ-l(x1) , rþ-1(x2)). We note that if 

rþ is of type 1iL , ... sμ·， and if ￠ acts on X2, @(Xl, X2) = (￠(X1)， ￠(X 2)), then @ is of 
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type 1μ1 (2) • " tμ ， (2) as described in statement (ii) of theorem 3. 
(2) ~L _ _ _~，__ _" c' __ v 2 

Hence. if we denote by SII\~I the action of S" on X-. then the transformation 

group in question is a subgroup of Sn (Sμ2)). In particuIar, we are interested in the 

coefficients .11φ-\ rþ). We have the formula: 

(10) .11 (r냐)=Q 잃 [rÅ/rþ)] 값줍) 

For rþ of type 1μl …sμ'. let λ1% (1μ’ ... 5μ， )=진 (rþ - \ rþ). then the formula for B(n) 

folIows from Burnside’ s Iemma and Cauchy’ s formula as in the statement of the 

theorem. 
3. . -1. ". .9 As an example we determine B(3). If rþ is of type 1v

• then rþ • ι is of type r. 
-τ1 ,. .... L .. 4 , ,. .. 1'0.1.. '1 1 ,-1 

rþ of type 1'2' yields rþ-' of type 1'2~. rþ of type 3' yields r' of type 3v

• The 
*,. .. 3, ...... 9 ""* ..... 1 ..... 1, .. _ "'1*,,, •. .1, ....... TT ~，.. ..... , 1 coefficients .11" are: 진 (l V )=3" • .12" (1'2')=17. 진 (3')=강. Hence B(3) =송(3 

+3.17+2.27)=3298. The formula n(써/n! gives a good approximation to B(n). 

The numbers A(n; k 1• m 1 • .... kd' md ) 

The folIowing Iemma is relatively obvious. 

LEMMA 1. 11 rþεs” is of cycle type fl·--sμ， and zf rþCxl' …. xm)=(rþ(x1) ..... 

rþCx,)). then rþ is 01 cycle type 1μ1 ,_’ .•. gμ. ‘-’， 

and g=max{i1• …• iml1드i1， ---, z·m드s} • 

where μd(m) = , 주믿구 -Jytlν’ .. … .. 끼.η’ i싸m)μμ마t“{ •••• 
‘”…"’ ’ ‘‘--“ 

Now. if we compute λI(￠-I， φ=0 ε [1’씨Crþ)]À.(꾀. then letting Å/m) (1fl. I ... sμ') 
A’ rlk 

=씨cr\ rþ) for rþ of type 1μi …sμ'. then as above we obtain by Burns 

lemma and Cauchy’ s formula: 

THEOREM 4. The 1Zumber ACn; 1. m) is described by the lormμlas: 

(i) ACn; 1. m) = ~ε그 (ωμ1 !η2방따κ .. … .. 낸s났μ’μ떼1) -1싸씨시1@m써) (1fl. 1μ메lμ •• … .. 낸s 
11=1μ…l시1+"… .. +sμι. - ‘ 

Cii) À1 (m) (1μl …sμ·) = n 작 [서/rþ)] 값:)， 
R rlR 

where rþ is 01 cycle type 1fl.1 ... sμ， and ø has the cycle type descyz'bed in lemma 1. 

For approximate values we may use A(n; 1. m)=κ(n-) /n!. Lemma 2 below is 

again relatively obvious. 
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LEMMA 2. If øεSn t"s of cycle type 1μl …sμ， and ø t"s deft"ned as t"n lemma 1, 

thet”z ￠-t has cycle type 1μι" ’“(애κm whe1'e μp， t(m) =Z(δ(i ， 원)-'=싼(nz) (δ(z'， t), t") with 

μdκ(u짜씨‘샤) and g deft"ned as t"n lemma 1. 

Now to compute A(n; k, m), it may happen that the m-ary operations are 

mapped to one another hy. the isomorphism ø. Our computation runs as follows. 

Let A차n; k, m) denote the number of types if we require that the operations are 

distinct. 

LEMMA 3. For øεSn and ø as dκfined t"n lemma 1, 

XK(￠-l， φ=움 잃 μ(κ k)Xl(￠-741. 

LEMMA 4. If ø of type 1μl …sμ" let zk, nz (1μl … sμ') = Â./(p-\ φ， then 

1.1, k , ，，/1μl …sμ')， the number of algebras μIZÏh k m-ary operations defz"ned on X 

wz'fh IXI=n, and left fz"xed by a φermutatt"o1Z ø of cyc!e type l f.t, ••• sμ" is gt"νenby 

λ • _.(1 μl …sμ，)= L: 꺼， 1n). ，.장， nz ). 
k=α， +2α'+"'+/，αf、U1 / \αf / 

THEOREM 5. Wz'fh all defz'nz'fions as above, the number A육(n; k, m) has the 

formμla: 

A%(%;k, ?%) = Z그 (μ，! 2μ2 ---sμlμ.1) -lÂ., ι …(1μl …sμ'). 
n=μ，+ +sμ， ι i ι’‘’… 

One should note here the argument used to determine T(k, n) and formulas (4) 

and (5) applied to the transformation group SηS.'씨， where Sn(1n)is the action given 

by q). 

Theorem 5 has the corollary. 

COROLLARY .. The number A(n; k, m) is g t"ven by the formula 

whe1’e P/k)= 

sμmmands. 

k-l 
t" -1 

A(n; k, m)=설 A(k)A(n; t"， m), 

z's the number of ordered þartitions of k t"nto i þositive 

Now, let A%(%; k1, η1 1， "', kd,-md ) be the number of classes öf aIgebras requiring 

that all operations be distinct. 
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LEMMA 5. Let À.자t (n1lμκl 

where rþ드S옥11‘ Z상.녕s of type 11'μtμνlν’」.”…•• s얀lμlμ’ and where 

Then 각 (II" ... s씬 z's g z'ven by the formμla: 
~ d .. 
진 (1μI ... sμ')= 필l21 ， kj, …, (1FI SF;), 

wz'th the latfer quantz'tz'es defùzed ùz lemnza 4. 

THEOREM 6. The nμmber A츄(n; k l' ml' "', kd ’ md) z's g z'ven by the fonnula: 

값(n; k l' ml' "', k
d
, ηZd) = g (μl! ·· 앞s μs ! )-l 착 (11" ... sμ'). 

n-=μ ， +".+sμl 

With the obvious corolIary 

COROLLARY. The number A(n; k l' m1, "', kd ’ md) z's given by the f07!1Zμla: 

i!=kl' ... , id=kd ι 

A(n; kl' ml' "', k d' 11잉= il=·.낄'd=1 까l (한)， "', Pifkd) A"(;z; i 1’ ”Zl, · ·, z·d
’ 

11td). 

Although the computations in the Iast section are somevγhat I Jnger than those 

in the previous sections. they are in principle no different and actuaIly quite 

straightforward. 

The University of Alabama 

University, Alabama 35486 
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